
January 2023 New DVDs  
 

The Banshees of Inisherin 

Two lifelong friends find themselves at an impasse when one abruptly ends their 
relationship, with alarming consequences for both of them. 

 

 

 

1883, A Yellowstone Origin Story (on Blu-Ray) 

From creator, Taylor Sheridan comes a prequel to Yellowstone. It follows the original 
Dutton family as they embark on a journey west through the Great Plains toward the last 
bastion of untamed America. It's a stark retelling of Western expansion, and an intense 
study of one family fleeing poverty to seek a better future in America's promised land 
Montana. 

 

House of the Dragon, Season 1 

 "Set 200 years before the events of Game of Thrones, the series finds the 
Targaryens ruling over the Seven Kingdoms -- and on the brink of civil war within their 
own house. Prior to the birth of a son, King Viserys sent shockwaves through the 
kingdom and declared his daughter, Rhaenyra, his heir. Once a healthy boy entered the 
picture, plans were afoot to make sure she would never sit on the Iron Throne. Now, with 
schemes hatched on both sides -- and the kingdom in the balance -- viewers will see the 

house that dragons built and learn how they tore it all down". 

Jerry and Marge Go Large 

When retiree Jerry Selbee discovers a mathematical loophole in the Massachusetts 
lottery, he and his wife Marge go on an exciting multi-million dollar winning spree to revive 
their small Michigan town. But when a selfish college student cheats the system, Jerry 
must find a way to make the game fair for all. 

 

 

Lyle, Lyle, Crocodile 

It's hard enough to adjust to a big move -- even harder when it's to New York City -- and 
harder still when there's a singing crocodile living in your attic! Josh Primm isn't making 
friends easily, so he's glad that Lyle is willing, but their menacing neighbor is determined 
to rid the neighborhood of the reptile. 

 

 



Reacher, Season 1 

When retired Military Police Officer Jack Reacher is arrested for a murder he did not 
commit, he finds himself in the middle of a deadly conspiracy full of dirty cops, shady 
businessmen, and scheming politicians. With nothing but his wits, he must figure out 
what is happening in Margrave, Georgia. The first season of REACHER is based on the 
international bestseller "Killing Floor" by Lee Child. 

 

Roald Dahl's Tales of the Unexpected, Set 1 

Twenty-five episodes inspired by the dark humor of Roald Dahl, this series of brilliantly 
written and acted standalone suspense stories was an instant hit that became an 
international phenomenon that starred a cavalcade of top stars. Seasons 1 & 2. 

 

 

 

Star Trek Discovery, Season 4 

Season Four finds Captain Burnham and the crew of the U.S.S. Discovery facing a threat 
unlike any they₂ve ever encountered. With Federation and non-Federation worlds alike 
feeling the impact, they must confront the unknown and work together to ensure a hopeful 
future for all. 

 

 

Tár 

Set in the international world of classical music, the film centers on Lydia Tár, widely 
considered one of the greatest living composer/conductors and first-ever female chief 
conductor of a major German orchestra. 

 

 

Ticket to Paradise  

A divorced couple teams up and travels to Bali to stop their daughter from making the 
same mistake they think they made 25 years ago. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Torchwood: Children of Earth 

The Torchwood team is faced with their fiercest threats to date - one which throws the 
future of Torchwood and the entire human race spiraling into danger. They battle against 
the odds but do they stand a chance of saving mankind? 

 

 

 

The Woman King 

The remarkable story of the Agojie, the all-female unit of warriors who protected the 
African Kingdom of Dahomey in the 1800s with skills and a ferocity unlike anything the 
world has ever seen. Inspired by true events, it follows the emotionally epic journey of 
General Nanisca as she trains the next generation of recruits and prepares them for 
battle against an enemy determined to obliterate their way of life. Some things are worth 
fighting for. 


